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Install Oppo K3 PCGM00 stock ROM on Oppo
K3:.The Royal Canadian Mint has announced the
launch of its new “Genesis” series of gold and
silver coins, featuring both Canadian and
international iconic figures including Marco Polo,
King Tut, Robert E. Lee and Shakespeare. The
Royal Canadian Mint said the coins join the
“Monarchy” and “Canada” series of bullion coins
that have been produced since 2009. The new
“Genesis” coins will be exclusive to collectors and
investors. “We already have a string of beloved
Canadian and international coins that have been
minted for the love of minting, and we’ve been
excited for the launch of this new series,” said
Jody McKay, senior vice-president at the Royal
Canadian Mint. “Our intent for the new ‘Genesis’
series is to offer only exceptional quality, most
notably in design and production. We feel these
symbols are beloved by collectors and investors
around the world and they are important parts of
our collective history.” The Canadian coins in the
series, which will launch in mid-May, include the
following designs, each with a face value of $5:
Modern Chinese Mythology, featuring 9 Canadian
stars of Chinese mythology, including the Great
Bear, the seven-faced dragon, the Jade Emperor,
the goddess of wealth and prosperity, the five-
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headed dragon, the god of war, the pearl god, and
the Jade Emperor’s wife. Six Empresses of China,
which includes the Chinese empresses of two
periods of time: legendary empresses of the
Eastern Han Dynasty and the early Qing Dynasty,
as well as the current reigning empress of the
People’s Republic of China, Wu Zetian. Canadian
Genii, which features the nine founding figures of
the Royal Canadian Mint: King Louis XIV, Queen
Victoria, Abraham Lincoln, Queen Elizabeth II,
Mary Mackenzie, Lady Jane Goodall, Princess
Diana, Sir John A. Macdonald and Queen Mary.
International Genii, which features King Tut, the
ancient Egypt ruler; Elizabeth I, Queen of England;
King Henry VIII, King of England; Emperor William
I, Emperor of Germany; Emperor Haile Selassie,
Emperor of Ethiopia; and Friedrich August III, King
of Saxony. The same design elements featured on
the Canadian coins are the same found in the
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